We have developed a tool for the visualization of temporal changes of disease patterns, using stacks of medical images collected in time-series experiments. With this tool, users can generate 3D surface models representing disease patterns and observe changes over time in size, shape, and location of clinically significant image patterns. Statistical measurements of the volume of the observed disease patterns can be performed simultaneously. Spatial data integration occurs through the combination of 2D slices of an image stack into a 3D surface model. Temporal integration occurs through the sequential visualization of the 3D models from different time points. Visual integration enables the tool to show 2D images, 3D models and statistical data simultaneously. As an example, the tool has been used to visualize brain MRI scans of several multiple sclerosis patients. It has been developed in Java™, to ensure portability and platform independence, with a user-friendly interface and can be downloaded free of charge for academic users.
Introduction
Tracking changes in disease patterns that appear in medical images is critical for the analysis of the pathology of neurologic diseases. Conventional MRI has become the preferred imaging method for the diagnosis of autoimmune diseases of the central nervous system, such as multiple sclerosis (MS). In MS patients, brain lesions form as the disease progresses [1] [2] . The lesions can be observed as distinctively bright areas in MRI images [3] [4] .
Several neuroimaging tools exist, which allow the visualization of multiple 2D images and reconstructed surface models simultaneously, volume render the resulting 3D images and overlay segmented anatomical structures on the original 3D images [5] [6] . However, none of these tools makes provisions for visually exploring changes of the disease patterns over time (such as the lesions that occur in MS patients). While changes in brain lesions over time have been studied before [7] [8] [9] , none of these studies was presented in a format that allowed the user to visualize the changes in both 2D and 3D spaces, respectively.
In order to provide researchers with an efficient visualization tool for the observation of changing disease patterns, we have developed a software tool to visualize local and global changes recorded in image stacks of disease patterns, enabling the simultaneous display of 2D and 3D spaces. Our software package has been designed to be an integrative visualization tool, which utilizes 2D images and 3D models generated from other software packages, in a platform-independent framework. It was developed using the Java TM programming language to maximize portability and platform independence, with a user-friendly graphical user interface that makes the use of software self-explanatory, lowering the threshold for new users.
Methods

Image Pre-processing
Initially, a collection of MRI images obtained from a patient at different time points (one scan per month in our example) is pre-processed, to convert the stack of 2D images from the MRI scanner into a 3D surface model. The initial data analysis was completed using a combination of individual tools from two standard brain imaging software libraries Brain model extraction from the images was completed on the high-resolution T1-image dataset using the FMRIB Brain Extraction Tool (BET, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/analysis/research/bet), followed by manual clean-up via the Draw Dataset plug-in from AFNI. Default settings for BET were used for standard brain extraction. Fractional intensity thresholds were varied across scans to obtain the most accurate brain extraction for each individual subject. A trained operator then performed a manual clean-up of the images in order to remove all labelled voxels that did not constitute brain tissue and add all unlabelled voxels considered to be brain tissue.
After the brain extraction, the FMRIB Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/analysis/research/flirt) was used to register each subject's brain to the MNI152 1mm brain template (http://neuro.debian.net/pkgs/fsl-atlases.html) [12] . This step allowed the cross-subject comparison and facilitated accurate tissue segmentation. FLIRT default settings were used with the MNI152 1mm brain as the reference image. With these settings, FLIRT registered the image using an Affine 12 parameter model and Tri-Linear interpolation. Each patient's complete set of scans was subsequently registered together. This step was necessary to enable meaningful comparisons when visualizing changes in MS lesions within a patient over time. The first scan for each patient was used as the reference for the registration of all subsequent scans of the same patient.
To build the anatomical context of the brain, in which the MS lesions were found, we performed segmentation of the MRI scans to retrieve the following tissue types: ventricular cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), cortical grey matter, and sub-cortical tissue. The FMRIB Automated Segmentation Tool (FAST, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/analysis/research/fast) was used to segment the extracted MNI152-registered image. Default settings were used, with the exception of binary segmentation being selected. The image was segmented for three tissue classes, which produced grey matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) masks. The CSF mask was modified by a trained operator using AFNI to exclude all CSF outside of the ventricles. The GM mask was also modified using AFNI to include only cortical GM (i.e., excluding T1 "black hole" lesions within white matter). The third mask included the subcortical white matter and subcortical grey matter structures and was modified using AFNI to remove any remaining vasculature or non-subcortical tissue. The segmented images were then registered to subject space. traced roughly, after which a threshold based on voxel intensity was applied to define the borders of the lesions more clearly. The resulting image was subsequently modified to include any missing areas and to exclude any hyperintense regions that were not lesions. T2 FRFSE (Fast Relaxation Fast Spin Echo) images were used to confirm lesions identified on FLAIR and were consulted frequently, since lesions that were not as clear on the FLAIR images, could be quite apparent on T2 FRFSE images, particularly in the pons and cerebellum regions of the brain. Lesion segmentation in subject FLAIR space was later upsampled to T1 space, in order to be able to compare occurrence of lesions within the segmented brain.
Visualization Data Flow
Once the segmentation procedures were completed, we were able to reconstruct the corresponding 3D models from the stacks of masked images. Using the Marching Cubes algorithm available from the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [13] , we produced the 3D surfacebased models for the cortex, sub-cortex, CSF and lesions for each MRI scan. These 3D models, when overlaid together, provided a cohesive brain context in which the lesions could be visualized. Figure 1 shows the flow of data in our visualization software, as applied to the observation of MS white matter pathology.
MRI data preprocessing The details of the MRI data pre-processing and 3D surface model generation stages are listed in Table 1 .
User Interface
The pre-processed images (in TIFF format) as well as the 3D surface models (in OBJ format) were used as the basis for development of the new visualization software. This visualization software is designed to facilitate simultaneous display of 2D slices and 3D graphical models, alongside each other. The main frame contains three separate areas: a panel for displaying 2D slice images, a panel for displaying 3D models and a panel for displaying statistical charts. In a typical use scenario, a user would load multiple image stacks corresponding to scans of one patient at different time points (each stack being a collection of TIFF format images), in order to be able to visually compare these. Similarly, the user would load several 3D lesion models representing the same patient at different time points (several OBJ files would be loaded). In addition, loading a 3D anatomical reference model, such as a head model or cortex model (in OBJ format) can help to put the lesion models into a proper anatomical context. For example, a head model can be constructed using head contours extracted from a stack of MRI images.
To compare different stacks, users can assign colours to the 2D image stacks and hide/unhide selected stacks. It is also possible to modify the colour and transparency of the 3D models, so that 3D objects at different depths can be observed simultaneously. Java TM is a widely used high-level programming language, designed to be platform independent. Our software is written in Java, so that it can be deployed on any computing platform, including even virtual reality environments such as the CAVE Automated Virtual Environment [14] . The whole software package can be distributed as a jar (Java Archive) file and can be run using different operating systems, as long as Java version 1.6 (or higher) is installed. VTK is one of the most widely used toolkits in medical image visualization. It provides abundant classes for 2D/3D image visualization and processing. Several medical image visualization packages, such as 3D slicer [15] , DataViewer3D [16] , and OsiriX [17] , use VTK as the rendering engine for model rendering. Because of its well-documented algorithms and active community support, we adopted VTK as our main visualization framework. 
Results
Experimental Data
To apply the visualization software to a clinical problem, we used T1, T2, and T2 FLAIR MRI images of MS patients as the source of the MRI data. The patients for this study were recruited from the Dalhousie MS Research Unit. All patients in the study provided informed ). The subjects were each scanned six times, at monthly intervals. The MRI scans for each patient has been preprocessed and corresponding sets of 3D models have been generated, as described in the Methods section above.
Visualization of Time-Series Image Patterns
After loading multiple 3D-lesion models of a patient, we were able to observe the changes in their shape, position, and size by visualizing the lesion models in several ways. Figure 3 shows a case where multiple lesion models from different time points were loaded and viewed simultaneously. Images and 3D models from different time points are differentiated by distinct colours, both in the 2D and 3D panels, respectively. The 2D panel shows the overlay of lesion masks on the same numbered slice from the MRI scans of a patient. The 3D panel shows the 3D lesion models reconstructed from the corresponding scans. To aid in the comprehension of the changes that occurred, the software could also be used to compute the lesion volumes and display them as a chart. The measurement could be performed over entire set of lesion models, or only on the selected portion of the models (as indicated by the white box in Figure 3 ). The software was also used to measure the trend of changes in the pattern between scan sessions of a patient and plot it as a graph. For example, the lesion volume was be measured by counting the number of voxels in the 3D lesion model. This was in turn accomplished by summing up the counts of pixels in all the 2D lesion masks that comprise the 3D models of the lesion. Alternatively, the changes in the lesions over time could also be shown sequentially as an animation. We were able to observe that MS lesions can grow, shrink, appear, disappear and reappear over time. Their overall appearance is highly irregular and their pattern of evolution is very difficult to characterize. However, access to multiple MRI scans of one patient, acquired over a time period, provided opportunities to visualize lesion changes as a timeseries animation and eliminated the need for the user to show and hide lesion models one after another. As shown in Figure 4 , using our visualization tool, we were able to overlay a selected brain model to achieve a better sense of the spatial orientation of the lesions. With each lesion model uniquely coloured and reconstructed from a separate scan, the animation provided us with an intuitive perception of the magnitude and location of temporal changes of the brain lesions in an individual patient.
Software Availability
Our visualization software is available as a free-of-charge download for academic use at http://www.visualgenomics.ca/~mxiao/research/MSLesionStudy.html, under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL). The current version of the software has been tested on Unix Solaris 10 and Windows XP with .NET Framework 3.5. In order to run the program from our jar files, Java Version 1.6 (or higher) needs to be installed. The freely available tools ImageJ as well as shared (dynamically linked) libraries of VTK also have to be installed, from the links provided in the above URL for downloading the software. Detailed installation and the user guide are also available on the project website. The brain imaging software libraries AFNI and FSL, which have been used for the pre-processing of MRI images in our study, can be downloaded free of charge from the AFNI download page (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/download/afni/releases/latest) and the FSL download page (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsldownloads), respectively.
Discussion
Temporal changes in medical image patterns are important indicators of pathology. Several tools have been created to automatically detect these changes [5] and modelling of the changes by a mathematical time series has also been described [9] . However, these tools are essentially automated image analysis approaches that may not always correspond with decisions based on expert human observation. The advantages of our software include the ability to load various types of pre-processed images, such as those in NIFTI format, for image stacks or OBJ format for 3D models. While rendering of time-varying MS lesions has been done by some researchers [18] , neither a graphical user interface nor animation capability was provided.
The focus of our software was the development of user-guided visualization methods, rather than in the development of a fully automated visual analysis toolkit. It is intended to be complementary to automatic change detection or curve fitting approaches and is designed to readily incorporate advances in these approaches into a format, which allows expert researchers and clinicians to view and interpret such data using a graphical interface. Both global and local changes in lesions can be visualized using our software. To display changes in lesions automatically, we use animation libraries available in Java to sequentially display models at different time points. The animation window provides full control over how to visualize the changing lesion models, so that patterns of changes can be intuitively understood. For example, we were also able to import these analyses, images and animation features into the CAVEman environment [19] , which provides unique opportunities for 3D immersive visualization and manipulation of any compatible data collections, which change over time. Future work will include analyzing temporal changes and generating qualitative/quantitative descriptions of the observed global and local changes.
A predominant method of zooming into a 3D volume of interest has been to show the 3D object with a cut-away view defined by perpendicularly intersecting planes [5] [15] [16] [20] [21] . This method can only be used to show the internal details with limited perspectives. In conditions such as MS, where patients exhibit a combination of dynamically changing and relatively static lesions that are often widespread, clinicians and researchers may be concerned with very specific regions of interest within the brain, depending on their clinical or research objectives. As our tool is oriented towards giving the user as much control as possible for visualization, we provide a method of volume selection. This method is not based on any superimposed anatomical atlas or computer-generated segmentations of the 3D space. Selecting a volume by a box widget lets the user set any volume enclosed by a box (such as the small white box in Figure 3 ). The size, location, and orientation of the box can all be freely controlled by the user to fit the volume of interest as closely as possible. Within the selected volume, the user can then investigate changes in lesions.
Our visualization software was developed using the example of an investigation of patterns of MS lesions and their changes over time, as MS has been the subject of intensive studies using MRI methods since its introduction into the medical imaging field. Our software was designed to serve as a flexible and complementary package to existing conventional structural MRI image analyses that will assist clinicians and researchers in understanding the evolution of brain lesions within a particular patient over time.
